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1. Introduction
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Initialization of Clustering Algorithms
• The focus in this presentation lies on the following two problems in proto-
type based clustering:
– find the number of clusters in a dataset
– find a good initialization for the prototypes
• Repulsive prototypes is an extension for Noise Clustering
• With repulsive prototypes, it is possible to use additional information about
a dataset, to solve the above mentioned problems
• The following information is required:
– volume expansion of clusters (noise distance)
– minimal distance between prototypes
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Example Datasets
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Example Datasets with Noise Clustering
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2. Update Function for Repulsive Prototypes
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m: number of Clusters








ui j: partition matrix el-
ement
di j: distance βi to x j
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Repulsive Extension
• Repulsive prototypes are an extension for Noise Clustering





























m: number of clusters







ui j: partition matrix el-
ement
di j: distance βi to x j
c: distance βi to x j
ϕ: repulsion function
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Clustering Parameter
• Important parameter for clustering with repulsive prototypes:
– Parameter of the repulsion function ϕ: σ and γ
– Upper bound for the number of clusters mˆ (so there are more prototypes
than clusters)
• A test is used to differenciate between ’full’ and ’empty’ prototypes. For
example: the prototype βi is full, if ∑nj=1ui j > T ∈R+ and empty otherwise
• A roughly estimation of the above mentioned parameter is sufficient for a
successful clustering
• It is possible to estimate σ and γ using the noise distance ν, for example:
σ= a ·ν and γ= b ·ν with a,b ∈R+ and a< b
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3. Experimental Results
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Example Dataset with Repulsive Initialization
left ν= 0.2, σ= 0.9 ·ν, γ= 1.8 ·ν, α= 0.05
right ν= 0.1, σ= 0.9 ·ν, γ= 1.8 ·ν, α= 0.05
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Noise Clustering initialized with full Prototypes
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Example Dataset with many Prototypes
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Problematic Dataset
• At least one vast cluster in
large distance to other clus-
ters
• At least 2, well seperated
clusters in close proximity
to each other
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Repulsive Prototypes on the Problematic Dataset
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4. Conclusions
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Conclusions
• It is possible use knowledge such as cluster size and distance between clus-
ters to estimate the number and position of clusters in a dataset
Future Work
• Test repulsive prototypes on high dimensional datasets, measure the suc-
cess with several different measurements and compare the results with
other clustering algorithms
• Apply repulsive prototypes with various other, prototype based clustering
algorithms
• Find an objective function for clustering with repulsive prototypes, or
proove that it does not exist
• An open source implementation
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